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WILLIAM KAUFMAN
Preface

This volume is affectionately dedicated to Dr. Béla Schick as a Festschrift on the occasion of his eightieth birthday. Few physicians have worked so hard for so long and have accomplished so much for their fellow human beings as has Dr. Schick. Not only has he contributed over the years to the health and welfare of children directly under his care, but through his basic contributions to medicine there are today millions of people all over the world who owe their health and even their lives to him; and future generations will undoubtedly benefit also from the works of this great man.

I first met Dr. Schick almost eighteen years ago when I was a medical resident at the Mount Sinai Hospital in New York City, and looked after a few of his older pediatric patients on the Private Pavilion. My first impression was that he was a friendly but shy and retiring man who wore a natural mantle of modesty. Gentle, he was always the objective observer of the sick child and his illness, having the keen, inquisitive mind of the research medical scientist. But at the same time he was sensitive, perceptive and conscientious, and to him there was nothing routine about the care of his young patients. Each child always received individualized attention. Long before it became fashionable to talk about the psychosomatic approach of treating the whole patient, Dr. Schick, in addition to giving each pediatric patient the medical therapy he needed, also gave him tender loving care which comforted the sick, frightened child and set him at ease in the hospital environment. Sick children looked forward to his next visit as they would to that of a kind friend, an older playmate, a protector against pain and suffering. Only a person who genuinely loves children can win their trust, affection and respect as Dr. Schick always has.

In the best tradition of medicine, he has always been dedicated to his medical work, and to the service of humanity. Therefore, it does not come as a surprise to those who know him that today, at the age of 80, when most men have long been retired from their labors, Dr. Schick is happily continuing with the medical work he loves, now doing important research in the field of infant prematurity, and taking care of patients in consultation and private practice.

IV
The basic contributions of Béla Schick over the years to medicine are too well known to need recounting here, and these include works on serum sickness, diphtheria, scarlet fever, and infant and child nutrition. Not only are these works of importance in themselves, but also they have acted as an enormous stimulus to medical thought, imagination and endeavor in many fields of clinical and basic medical research.

When my fellow editors asked me to plan and edit the Béla Schick Festschrift, I decided that this volume should contain articles by leading medical scientists and physicians on topics in allergy and immunology in which they were most interested, and especially qualified to write about. The enthusiastic response that I had to my letters of invitation is but one measure of the universal respect and admiration which the scientific world has for Béla Schick. The papers in this volume represent only a small sampling of the world of allergy and immunology as it exists today. As in all samplings, not every possible subject has been included, but many important aspects of allergy and immunology are covered.

In order to avoid the usual delays in publication of a book such as the Béla Schick Festschrift, our publisher, Dr. Heinz Karger, graciously suggested that the papers for the Festschrift first be issued in sequential numbers of the International Archives of Allergy and Applied Immunology, to be called the Béla Schick Festschrift, Parts 1, 2, 3, 4, etc. This method of procedure allows for prompt publication of the many important scientific contributions that comprise this volume. Then, when all these papers have appeared in the Archives, they will be collected and issued in book form as the Béla Schick Festschrift.

Thanks are due to Dr. Karger, who took a deep personal interest in making the Béla Schick Festschrift possible, and to the editors of the Archives, especially Dr. Paul Kallós, who offered encouragement and excellent advice. I am indebted to Dr. Kallós for final editing of the papers written in German and French. I am also grateful for the splendid cooperation of the distinguished medical scientists and clinicians who contributed papers for this volume. Finally, I wish to thank my wife, Charlotte S. Kaufman, who cheerfully helped me with this undertaking, as she has with so many others.

W.K.
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Homage to Béla Schick
By William Bennett Bean
State University of Iowa, University Hospitals, Department of Internal Medicine, Iowa City, Iowa.
The welcome occasion of a festschrift for Dr. Béla Schick brought to me the unexpected honor of joining his happy colleagues and admirers in paying tribute to a man whose greatness has never hardened a warm heart and a gentle love of his fellow creatures, especially those who are children. Some persons cannot endure the bright light of fame. They lose compassion and humility in false pride from a wrong estimate of their own uniqueness. Not so Béla Schick, who has retained the simple virtues which are the marks of true greatness. In my portion of these dedicated papers, I have been asked to measure the man and his work against the receding milestone markers of history. For this task I have no special training, but the stimulating challenge and opportunity have given me the occasion to read and reread Schick’s major papers and review his conspicuous achievements. My deficiencies for this task I trust are balanced by the warmth of my admiration.

Béla Schick, hurrying to get into the world, even if it meant a premature birth, was almost too speedy. Only the fact that his uncle was a physician and ready at hand made available the extra effort and care to save the infant who even then seemed to be impatient to get on with his work. It is fitting that much of Schick’s present effort is directed to the study of prematurity.

Details of Béla Schick’s youth, his student days, the wonderful unfolding of his career in close association with Pirquet as well as the details of his later life, his coming to America at the age of 46 where he might easily have coasted on his worldwide renown, his continual association with and contributions to pediatrics and general medicine – these events and much else are detailed for us by Antoni Gronowicz in his charming biography entitled “Béla Schick and the World of Children”. A major point of his medical and scientific career is that the association with Pirquet was a true brotherhood of feeling and a mutual fulfilment of two brilliant minds, at once complementing and supplementing each other. This combination, brought together in the harness of discipline, resulted in discoveries which have developed into a whole new field of medicine. Probably neither member of this team knew just which one contributed what part of their developing ideas and observations. It was a true partnership.

Some physicians today may think of Schick’s name as being merely the eponym of a wonderfully useful scratch test. A special form of immortality belongs to those whose names have become a permanent strand in the moving folkways of language. Few of us stop to think of boycott, macadam, pasteurize, bowdlerize as people or words derived from the names of people. But Schick is much more than a word, and if his scratch test has been entered on the formal scrolls of fame, his real virtue is etched deeper, graven on the monument reserved for those who have been fortunate and wise enough to add to man’s stature by illuminating what was dark and showing us its significance. An interest in history is one expression of the gratefulness we all should feel towards that numerous band of workers, mostly lost among our ancestors, who have made possible our society and our life today. While a real feeling for history has dwindled before the casual apathy of our time, this festschrift indicates that hero worship is not dead if we can but find a worthy hero. And so we atone in some degree by expressing our admiration of a great man in simple terms of piety.

To those who work in lavish laboratories, who have their research supported by the largess of many and generous grants-in-aid, it is a chastening thought to realize how modest were the physical auspices under which Schick and Pirquet made their careful studies of patients which enabled them to describe the essential features of serum sickness, to discover allergy and help characterize the mechanisms of obscure diseases. In the realm of ideas they reached a high level
of excellence without project, grant, or fancy apparatus, perhaps not even realizing what they were missing.

The accomplishments of Schick and Pirquet will stand as one of the rare germinal discoveries, a nodal point in medical and general history. Consider in how few ways disease may be produced in man. Probably fewer than ten. What we call disease is the response of an organism to some noxious force or process, within or without. The classes of provoking mechanisms are few – infection or parasite, neoplasm, lack of specific elements in the diet, deformity of structure or metabolic fault as inborn error, injury from physical trauma, poisoning and not least allergic or hyper sensitivity reactions. It may be said that these last were born, not as premature infants, or infants at all, but fully developed from the fused intellect of Schick and Pirquet as Athene emerged, whole and beautiful, from the head of ζευς.

We who have grown up in medicine since allergy has been one of the cornerstones can hardly picture the situation just over fifty years ago when no such concept existed. It is easy enough to recognize features of a landscape when we have the maps and guidebooks. But how can we recapture the insights needed for the first perception of the significance of strange new or unfamiliar observations which are made as clinical science becomes a force in medicine. It reminds me of the changes which one recognizes when he revisits old familiar ground over new roads in a fast moving automobile. As an illustration, last summer our family drove in the Blue Ridge mountains where I had spent many summers as a growing boy. A whole day of hiking in those days took us no further than we could move now in five minutes. Before I quite had my bearings, we had passed the whole territory now contracted and made so easy for travel by fine roads and a nimble car. My tales of climbing over rocks and jungles of bush and briars shriveled as another example of the blown-up memories of the nostalgic older generation. Just so we see the new roads and splendid vehicle by which we travel over the old terrain, claimed from the pathless thickets of ignorance by the pioneer work of Be’la Schick. For in him we have a discoverer, one of the band of true medical pioneers, XV who opened up to the broad highway of allergic and hyper sensitivity phenomena along which many important travels in medicine go continually.

The field of allergy has so many ramifications today that it is hard to realize it is a mere fifty years old. This lusty child, this brain child of Béla Schick and Pirquet is now well established in the family of medicine. Allergy now spreads outward into the macroscale of medical ecology becoming part of the working fabric of psychosomatic medicine and medical sociology. Allergy also turns inward to the microcosm of cell, and gene, and enzyme systems. The science of allergy uses many new drugs to alleviate misery. Knowledge of allergic mechanisms is helping clarify our ideas about the patho-genesis of collagen diseases, rheumatic fever and nephritis. Puzzles still unsolved hide some of the mysteries of other diseases when elements of the body, becoming unduly sensitive, wage civil warfare against other tissues. This may ruin function or produce a ghastly kind of internal self cannibalizing of cells or tissues. To have recognized the principles upon which rest the medical discipline of allergy and hyper sensitivity is the crowning intellectual achievement of Béla Schick.

In our day of turbulent physical and emotional strain, neurotic preoccupation with self has dulled the appetite for hero worship. Rarely do we honor our great men until they are dead. Then we see their deeds and achievements in the generosity of afterthought. We unveil busts or portraits, endow lectureships and in other ways try to make amends for neglecting them during life. Fortunately this festschrift honors Béla Schick, very much alive and vital as a busy physician and
teacher, with patients and students, continuing to share with others when he might well rest on his many and well deserved laurels. You may recall in “Ruddigore”, one of Gilbert and Sullivan’s most charming light operas, a gallery of awe-inspiring ancestors stepped out of their portraits to see to it that the younger generation did not fail to fulfill certain ancient family traditions. Never mind if the traditions were a little odd. But Béla Schick, a medical immortal by any standard, does not have to step down from any frame or any pedestal. He lives on, enjoying the recognition and praise of his peers, and living in and into immortality.

Some men never are mellow. Others mellow with age, if they can avoid spoiling in the process. I suspect that Béla Schick, and others like him, if there are any, has always been mellow, wise and kind. These qualities have ripened with the years of his long devotion to science and to his little patients, children everywhere, of all lands, all races, all colors in the great republic of medicine. Whitehead enjoined us to keep ever before us the picture and image of greatness, that we might thereby eschew the mean and petty. I know of no way to do this better than by recognizing and honoring greatness when we encounter it in such a man as Béla Schick. In praising him, his great discoveries, his charm, his warmth and his wisdom, we honor ourselves in doing homage to him and paying tribute to true greatness. Thus our medical generation, in singing his praises, congratulates him on his notable accomplishments and congratulates itself that he has lived on to share in person with his younger colleagues his own immortality.

Author’s address: William B. Bean, M. D., State University of Iowa, University Hospitals, Department of Internal Medicine, Iowa City, Iowa (USA.)